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＊ School  Education
Moral Skills Training as a Moral Lesson Program:
How Is Theory Constructed for Educational Practice Research?
Yasunari HAYASHI＊
ABSTRACT
Moral education has been considered to foster an inner goodness. However, some moral lesson methods are based on 
the guidance of concrete actions, one of which is moral skills training, which has both moral education and skills training 
aspects.  Since 2018, “morals” has become a formal subject in elementary school.  At that time, the course of study contained 
the phrase “experience learning about moral action”, and moral skills training will be positioned as one such method in the 
future.  Then its basic ideas will be presented as a theory.  Therefore, how is such a theory constructed in practical 
research?
This paper aimed to propose the formation of a more comprehensive moral skills training theory from recent studies 
and clarify how this theory is constructed in educational practice research. 
Section 1 explains the research problem and the purpose of this paper.  Section 2 discusses the concept of moral skills 
training and its practical program development.  Section 3 describes the method of scientific explanation and hypothesis 
formation.  Section 4 elucidates the theoretical construction of moral skills training. Finally, Section 5 presents a tentative 
conclusion and identifies some remaining issues.
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